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ARO PUATE BALLISTIC TESTIN•

OBJECT[,:::

To establish a rational basis for the ballistic ao-
oeptanco testing of armor.

GAR '.,

The fundamentals are presented for a rational system

of armor plate ballistic testing* The desirable properti•e

of armor are first discussed. These are (1) high re-

eistanne to penetration, (P) freedom from back spails,

(3) freedom from cracking (shook failure)o The theory of

the ball~igti methods by means of which these properties .,

may be tested Is then presented, and the relation of these

methods to the non-ballistio methods is di•cussed. Finally,

aoriticism Is given of the present ballistic speolfi-

cations which are employed to test for these properties.

It is found that the ballistic acceptance test could

be improved by certain changes. These changes are for

pL Resistance to Penetration Test,

1. Change from the "Army" to the "Navy" orn-

ternon of complete penetration,

2. Raise the range of plato thiokness tested by

a given oaliber projectile.

bt Resistance- a Back 12all ZJ.,W
I, Introduce special cal. .30 and cal, .50 test

projectiles with blunter ogivee.
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2. Introduce a shorter 20 mm AP test projectile

which would have less tendency to fracture

du~ring impact than the present 20 mm AP test

projectile.

le Elmnt h peetHE projectile testis,

2. Substituting special 20 mmtest slugs for
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INTRODUCTION

Considerable progress has been made during this war
in an improvement of armor quality and also in an under-

standing of the mechanics of how armor funotions. It is

believed that still further improvement in armor quality

may be obtained if this understanding of the meohanios of

armor is utilized in establishing a rational basis for

the ballistic specifications of armor. In the present

report an attempt is made to establish such a basis.

The primary function of armor on armored vehicles and

artillery is to proteot, as far as possible, the personnel

and materiel which are sheltered behind it from injury by

the effects of enemy fire of all kinds. In order to do

this satisfactorily the armor must

.L resist to the greatest possible extent pnen-

tration by projectiles of all kinds and by

fragments and gas jets or the like produced

by the explosion of high explosive shells,

grenades, mines, eta.

Sresist to the greatest extent possible the

detachment and projection from its back of

plces of itself when it is penetrated or

struck by projectiles or fragments or when

subjeoted to other effects of the explosion

of high explosive shells, grenades, mines,

eto., and
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"' 0.resist to the greatest possible extent being

broken up or cracked by the impact of pro-

Jeotiles and fragments or other effeots ,of

the explosion of high explosive shells,

grenades, mines, etc..

The ability of armor to perform these funotionh is called,

respectively,

a" resistance to penetration.

J resistance to back spalling, and

_ resistance to shook$

Measures of these three types of resistances are ob-

.tained by both direct and indirect methods. In the direct

method samples of armor are shot at; in the indirect

method physical tests are made on small test specimens*

Each method has its own inherent advantages and disad-

Vantages.

The direct method has the great advantage that in

It service conditions are oloseley approximated. On the

other hand, it has certain disadvantages which severely

limit its use. These are

AL the tests destroy or at least seriously

damage the pieces of armor to which they are

applied and hence can only be applied to

representative samples.

b samples have to be comparatively large; usually

36" x 3611 x thickness of armor.
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0. It Is diff'icult and. troublesome to carry

out the tests under the low temperature

conditions encountered in service, namely

-00to ..650 F.

dLthe copestioan only tbe conduteda rvn

druntd tochI perovided diretly rther elabliti

chrateriacltics andtvm newst olscoedperimnta

theat tsrelativen ly org, amltn obto

I doingtion the oectimum aror shippingtherit

tompresisto an arvntiipated tyeor atet tcer

mut e onidrbl tm lg-ewen-h

-podcto and__ _ selectio ofthsmpesan

__th copeto of tho test, ~ ~
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This type of firing also Is cond~ucted to

obtain information upon which design imp.'ov-e.

ments or alterations are based.

~*Qualification teats are conducted for the

purpose of qualifying a manufacturer's

process. Such tests may be of comparative

complexity and when employed are designed to

establish the ability of a manufacturer to

produce a satisfactory product, after which

Indirect tests are largely depended upon to

control the uniformity of the product.
0~ Acceptance bal.listic tests are conducted on

samples, repr0e' 1ýi.,Ung distinct lots of armor,

which are presented by the manufaoturer f'or

test. Such tests must necessarily be

augmented by Indirect tests because of the

Impossibility of controlling uniformity by

ballistic tests alone.

The subsequent discussions are concerned primarily

with the acceptance testing problem. However, the princi-

ples outlined apply equally effectively to all types of

ballistic testing conducted at normal Impact. Irrespective

of the fact that it appears possible to eliminate ao-F

ceptance ballistic touting and relir practically entirely

upon the indiruct tests after suitable quali.fication

balli.stio tests have been performed, It may always be

M* r



psychologically necessary to conduct ballistic ao-

ceptance tests.

Ballistic acceptance tests must satisfy two general

requirements demanded of all acceptance tests, repro-

duoibility and simplicity. Thus on the one hand the

test must be so designed ai to involve a minimum number K
of variables in the testing procedure itself in order

that the results obtained in the test can unmistakably

be attributed to the characteristics of the armor being

tested, On the other hand, the test must be of such a

nature that it can be carried out with a maximum economy

in time, equipment and manpower. These two requirements,

reproducibility and simplicity, dictate that all ac-

liquity testing Immediately introduces inherent varia-

blessuc asthe true angle of incidence as affected by
deviations from the speoified obliquity and projectile

yaw and the likelihood of projectile deformation and

fracture. With respect to nimplioity, normal impact

firing is considerably easier with regard to the mounting
of the plates and the interpretation of the ballistio.

impacts-

DISOUSSION
I. Resistanoo tj• De~~~in -,

a Meohanicg of ienetration.

Armor may resist penetration of projectiles by

g"'-.'.h
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i dissipating the kinetic energy of the projectile,
and/ or

.A Itself absorbing the kinetic energy.

The dissipation of kinetic energy may occur either

through the plastic deformation of the projectile, or by

the deflection of the projectile in one or in several

p eoes. Face hardened armor is designed to resist pene-

tration principally by this method.

The plate may absorb the kinetic energy of the pro-

Jeotile only through plastic deformation of its own ta
material. It is primarily through such absorption that •3

homogeneous armor resists penetration. The character-,

istics of the plate material which affect its capacity to

absorb energy through plastic deformation are

SResistance to plastic deformation.

% aResistance to instability of homogeneous defor-
mations

jl Freedom from laminations.

. Ductility.,•

The hardness of the plate matorial is one measure of

its resistance to plastic deformation. It cannot however

be uniquely correlated with the resistance to plastic de-

formation which the plate offers when it is resisting

penetration by a projectile. This may bo seen from the

observation that the resistance to deformation is dependent

upon the amount of prior deformation, and the amount of

deformation of the plato material in the vicinity of a *

-10-
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penetrating projectile Is much greater than that in the

vicinity of a hardness reading indentor. Since the vari-

ation of resistance to deformation with amount of de-

formation is dependent upon the composition (particularly

carbon content) and metallographio structure of the

material, plates arranged in order of resistance to

indentation by a hardness machine are not necessarily

arranged in order of resistance to penetration by a pro-

jeotile.

When a projectile penetrates armor, it is necessary

that it induce plastic deformation in the armor in order

that a hole may thereby be maWo through which it may

pass. The general nature of this deformation, and there-

fore the resistance to penetration, depends upon whether,

and at what stage of the penetration, homogeneous defor-

mation becomes unstable, 1 ' 2 Once such instability has set

in, a mass of plate material In front of the projectile

becomes detached from the plate, thereby allowing the

projectile to pass througk more freely. Since such

detachment requires only a slight absorption of energy,

the occurrence of such instability lowers the resistanoe

to penetration of the plate material. All the factors

which affect tho tendency for homogeneous deformation in

1, Go Zener and J. H. HollomIn: "PlaStI c Flow and Rupture
2. of Metals," Trans. A.S.M. vol.-33, 163 (19U3)0
2. C. Zener and Jo H. Hollomon: Journal of Applied

-ii- ~I',\.",Physics,~•. vo. 1, 2.194)

1W- V 1W3 "W is is 3 '3 V3 411 3 V 3 3p
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a material to become unstable are not fully understood.

No adequate test may therefore be made for this quality,

other than through its effect upon resistance to pene-

tration.

The presenoe of laminations and the absence of

ductility lower the resistance to penetration of the plate ,',

by permitting the plate material to make room for the

projectile without undergoing the normal amount of plastic

deformation. Since these two qualities are examined in

special test. (back-spalling and shook tests, respectively),

they need not be further disoussed here,

From the above it may be seen that tho indirect test

(Brinell hardness) is not an Infalliblo indicator of re-

sistanoe to penotration characteristics. However, it is

one of the most important factors involved, and when the

type of steel, its soundness and its metallographi"

structure are either constant or controlled within narrow

limits, the, control of hardness provides a satisfactory

measure of the qualities which affect resistance to pens-

tration. Itc s an ideal control test because of its non-

destructive and ooonomioal aspects which permit the

testing of all plates produced.

IL. ~i~ TgoE It RejLUasiltance 1~2 Rane3ratkU

The concept of resistance to penetration is not

without ambiguity, ana therefore any test which is devised
I'

to measure it is sowewhat arbitrary. It is necessary

FM-7- ....
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to remain cognisant of the arbitrary nature of this test

and not to use it in comparing radically differdnt types

of plates, such as steel and Dural. Such a comparison

can be made only by examining both types under a wide

range of conditions.

The ambiguity in the concept of resistance to pene-

tration arises from the wide variety of -aditions of
attack to which armor is subjected. That combination of

qualities which enables armor best to resist penetration -

under one type of attack is not necessarily the same

combination which enables it bes t to resist penetration

under another set of conditions, The most that can be

expected of a single method ot testing for resistance to

penetration is that the test be sufficiently sensitive to

all four resistance qualities so that any gross failings

in any one quality will be reflected in the test, Since

the'qualitles iii and iv, (freedom from laminations, and
ductility) have special ballistic tests, it is desirable

that the resistance to penetration test be especially

sensitive to the first two qualities.

The resistance to penetration test is limited, as arc

all ballistic tests, to firings at normal incidence by

the requirements of reproducibility and of simplicity, as

noted in the introduction.

The criterion as to what to call a complete penetration

is not unique.. Three are in common use, the "Army ori-

-13-'
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terion", the "Navy criterion" and the "Protection ori-

terion". The last-named criterion is especially adapted

to high obliquity firings and need not be further con-

, sidered here. The first criterion specifies a pene-

tration as oomplete when from the back side may be seen

either the tip of the projectile when the projectile

remains In the plate, or a pinhole of light when the

projectile has been ejected. The second criterion speoo-

fies a penetration as complete when the projectile has

passed clear through the plate. That criterion should be

adopted ad standard which is most sensitive to the 4n-l

various plate qualities, in particular the first two.

Upon this basis tho Navy criterion is by far the better.

This is because

, the resistance to plastic deformation of the

material near the back of the plate affects the

"Navy" ballistic limit much more than the "ArmyO

ballistio limit,

JU the tendency for instability of homogoneous do-

formation does not appreciably affect tho "Army"

ballistic limit, while it greatly modifies the

"Navy" limit, and

iII an Increase in hardness lowers the ductility of

the back fibres of the plate, thereby lowering

the bulging at the back of the surface before

"light is transmitted or the nose of the projectile

z, ""..



appears, and therefore such an increase in

hardness has greater effeot upon the "Army"

than upon the, "imi,..

After deciding the obliquity at whioh the plate Is to

be set, and the criterion as to what is to be called a

complete penetration, next a decision must be made as to

the type and calibre of projectile which is to be fired

against the plate. For the sake of reproducibility, it is i

desirable that the projectile be a monobloo, i.e., that

It have no AP cap, Such a cap would Introduce a variable

factor over which the test range could exercise no control,

The calibre of the projectile should be so chosen that

the ballistic test for resistanOe to penetration is actually
testing, as closely as possible, for that combination of

qualities which gives best resistance to penetration under

combat conditions. Present oombna conditions may be

desoribed, roughly, as velocities oVer 2000 f/s and ob-'

liquities over 300. Under such conditions the resistance

to penetration of a series of plates increases with In-

creasing hardness well past 320 BHN, provided the differenoea

in hardness were obtained only by differences In time and

temperattre of the temper (i~e. assuming constant metal-

lurgioal quality), Such a response to conditions of temper

are also found in the resistance to penctration at normal

inoidence, provided the striking velocities are over

2000 f/s, or, in other words, provided the projeotile's

W *W' ¶U'.U13 1'1W".313 '3 .,"1
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baliber is less than the plate thiokness. Combat cond-i-

tions might change so that our armor would be called upon

to defeat greatly overmatching projectiles at low ve-

locities, under perhaps 1500 f/s. Such projectiles would

no doubt be designed so as most efficiently to penetrate

undermatohing plate, that is, they would have a nearly

flat nose. 1 For protection against such projectiles

another type of armor, subject to another type of speoi-

fication, would have to be used, since softer plate offers

more resistance to the penetration of such projectiles
S2

than harder plate.

SS

effectively control the upper limit of hardness. Thus the ,,,,

resistanoe-to-penetration test$ when applied, can be ,,5

effectively employed to evaluate the validity of the con-

trolling hardness test. The accumulation of such data

permits the development of improved indirect control tests,
The undermatohing projectile test at normal impact Is

clearly required to offeot the desired control of minimum

hardness.

In the determination of the speoifioation acceptance

1.' "Penetration of Homogeneous Plate by 3" Flat NosR d FrO-"

0Ieo lee," Naval Proving Ground, Report No.s 7-.3,

2. 0, Zener and R. E. Peterson: "Mechanism of Armor Pene-
trat on, Second Partial Report"', Report Number WAL
710/39.2. "16
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ballistic limits it is convenient to have an interpolation

formula for the variation of ballistic limit with plate

thickness, Of the many formulae which have been used, the
4. ~1following ballistic formula proposed by the Navy has been

found to give most accurately the BL~(N) over a very wide

range of e/d (plate thloknese/projeoti1e caliber):

V. 0(e/d - •)l12

The physical Intorpretation of this formula is that every

layer in the plate absorb@ an amount of energy from the

projectile which is proportional to the thickness of the

layer, except the outer layers, which effectively absorb

no energy. A formula whioh agrees with the above to

within 0.3% over a range of e/d of two fold and which is

much easier to plot, is2

V = V1 (o/d)"

The ease in plotting arises from the circumstance that

this formula gives a straight line on log paper. The

oonstant VI1is equal to the BL(N) of matching plate but

(e/d a 1). The preoise value of the exponent a will

depend*upon the ogive shape of the test projeotile, but

i 1 Penetration Mechanisms I. "Tho Penetratio8 of Homo-
geneous Armor by Uncapped Projeotiles at 0 Obliquity",
US B. Naval. Proving Ground Report No, 1 -I3,.

2. 0. Zoner: "Principles of Armor Protectton, Third
Partial Report"t, Report Number WAL 710/607-'2.

17.1"V T
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is always slightly greater than 1/2.

o. Oritigue of Present S-ecifioations.

The following six projectiles are at present used

as test projectiles: Cal..30 AP M2, Cal. .50 AP 12,,

20 mm. AP M75, 37 Mm. AP M74, 57 Mm. AP M70, 75 mm. AP

M72. All six projeotiles are suitable as test pro-

jectiles, for normal incidence specifications, except

the 20 mm, AP M75. This projectile is undesirable both

because it has a tendency to fracture even at normal

incidence, presumably because of its large yaw, and

because of its rounded ogive which gives rise to shatter

even at comparatively low velocities, as is illustrated

In Figure 1. It would therefore be devirablo to have a

new 20 mm. test projootile designed along the lines of

the 57 MM. AP M470 or of the 75 m=. A? 172.

In the present speoifioations the "Army" criterion

for success is used in 'the resistance to penetration

test, As disoussed in the previous section, the "NavYN

A criterion would bo more significant*.

The present philosophy of resistance to penetration

tests is that the plate should be tested by as nearly

ac possible matohing projectiles. Buch a philosophy has .44

led to test velooitioes, in the case of plates of 3/4" A

thloknoss and over, between 1100 and 1650 fo/s. Under

these tent oondlt!ons the ballistic limits are rela-

tively insensitive to plate hardness, even decreasing

"-"-"
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with plate hardness in the lower velocity ranges (e( d).

(See Figure 2). It would therefore be advisable to choose

test projeotiles of such a caliber that tho ballistic

limits would lio above the present range, say from 2000

to 2400 f/s. The test velocities must not, however, be
so high that the Inertial forcesI of the plate material

induce plastio deformation in the proeotilo. The

extent of such plastic deformation wruld be very sensitive

to the projeotile hardness, cncl thorol'oro the observed

performanoe of the plate woulOL be su.joot to tondition,

very rliffioult to control, "%:,tunc•tely all the test pro-
Jeotiles have a 3harper ogivo t),ri have the oapped pro- 21
jeotiles used in sirvioe. -11J vW.ooitiea mr.,y therofore

be used without the projeotileo suffeirin plastic deo-

formation than in tho case of "service projeotiles with

Bugge•ted projeotilp calibors and the ranges of plate

thicknemses to which they apply are nhown in Table I.

AL0Iu 2 Uotn 3 BackmOpalliri g.
• . Two di•tinct types of plate frngments frequently

come off the back of a plate during impact. Onn type of

fragment is oauool by the localization of shear deformation

U.-'. ,,'ert , of 4.rmor ',.,•"a;'rat on, Mird
Par'WIal Aeport'', Report Number WAL 710/%2-1

'-19-M Sh9 '
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REBI 5TANOE 10 RMTAZO USS ORXM1AY TXRAAP

PLOjL0T;LE CALIBXR TH{:OK=RBEB OF PLATE TEBT=_

Oaliber .30 AP M2 Up to 7/160 I.nolusive

Caliber .50 AP 42 Over 7/16" to 7/5" Inclus5.ve

:W20 mm AP (nmpUov d pro= Over 7/8" to 1 1/4" inclusive

37 = AP M1711 Over 1 1/4" to 2 1/4" inclusive,

57 =m AP 1470 over 2 1/411" to 3 1/i/. inclusi~ve

1 75 mm AP m72 Over 3 1/41." to 4." inclusive

90 AP477 Over 4"to "5"1 inclusives

'1

8.20.
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about certain internal surfaces. Such a localization

of shear deformation-is caused by the instability of

homogeneous shear deformation which always arises after

a slight deformation, The mechanism of this type of

failure has been recently discussed in detail.1i It

gives rise to the formation of punches, and to te

wiping off of petals, both on the front and back faces.

fragments of this type form the more readily the harder

the plate. In order to reduce the tendency for their

formation, a plate would therefore have to be softened,

and its resistance to penetration in the high velocity

range would have to be reduced. The avoidance of such

fragments Is therefore incompatible with a high resistanoe

to penetration in the high velocity range*

The second common type of plate fragment is associated
with a lack of cohesion across certain planes parallel

to the plate surface. The presence of such weak surfaces

can in no way aid the plate in resisting penetration,

while the fragments, oAlled "book-spalls", which they may

oooasion during Impact can be of great danger. It is

therefore desirable that the specifications oontaim a

test which will exclude plates having internal surfaces

across which the cohesion is especially weak.

3' 1* 0. 'Slrne' EMd 7. Rs Hollomon: Ibid.-

4P.
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Other less frequent types of plate fragments are

associated with a general lack of duotility throughout
the plate as a whole, or upon its face or baok. surface.

Such a lack of ductility is generally the cause of

failure in the shook test, and therefore a speolal test

need not be made for the tendency to form such fragmenta.

The ballistio test in current use for testing the

presence of Internal weak surfaces Is the projeotile-

through-plate (PTP) toot. In this test a projectile is

fired at normal incidence with a volooity considerably

above the ballistic limit, If a spall exoceding a certain

diameter Is ejooted from the back of the plate, the plate

fails the toot.

The majority of ballistic failures ocourring inr

homogeneous rolled armor over tho past throe yoars has

A" been due to back spalling, even though the testing

criteria have been extremely mild in many oases, For

this reason it became necessary to develop an additional

test for the oharaoteristio in rolled armor (steel

"soundness) and cast armor (solidity of the section) which

largely oontrolled this facotor, not hitherto controlled

by other specification tests. ThO Frao% Mr s .

kondoo was thus developed and has at present been

applied to Specification AXS-489, Revision 2 covering the

procurement of rolled homogeneous armor for combat vehi-

"oles, The toot is simple and can be applied to the

-22-
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orltical areas of a heat of steel so that a satisfactory

indication of overall stee2 soundness characteristics Is

obtained. It efficlently determines 1 jgnuj

charagteristion but does not sufficiently distinguish

between unsoundness whioh causes baok-ospalling and that

which may be comparatively harmless. If it were

economically feaqIble to set the soundness rejectionosVe

limit sufficiently high, the test could be absolute in

its control. However, this is not possible and it is

unreasonable to reject steel from a soundness standpoint

Swhich from all considerations ie not Inferior bal-

listioally.

Similarly radiographic Inspection has been applied

to control the soundness characteristics of cast armor.

These two tests are extremely useful in rejecting ob•.

viously poor material before time and effort have been

expended in its heat treatment and further processing,.

These control tests must periodically be supplanted and

verified by efficient direct ballistio tests, and, it thus

appears, that the baok-spalling test (PTP tests) must be [

developed to its utmost efficiency. The direct test again

supplies the evidenoe and data necessary to effect im-

provements in the control tests.

I. Thgoryor'a 12ola mQA&2-Dfm.llings

An analysis of the formation of shear spalls must

begin with a domoription of the state of stress In the
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plate material surrounding the projectile. Due to the

high temperature of the material right next to the pro-

jeotile, the projectile can exert no shearing traction

upon the plate material, only a normal pressure. When

a normal pressure acts upon a surface, the shearing

stresses engendered thereby are a maximum across planes

moeting the surface at an angle of 450. These surfaces

of maximum shearing stress are indicated In illustration,,k'

of Figure 3.

At the surface of the projectile the shearing strese t.''

Is equal acrosesthe two mutually perpendicular planes of

maximum shearing stress. In an isotropic material, shear

failure will therefore oocu, first across that plane of

maximum shear stress aorost which slip is least impeded

by the plate material further away from the hole. Thus

In Illustration a of Figure o, ccl,,a~2 oour across the

whole of the plane AB, and A'B', but slip across the planes

AC and A'0' •s hindered by the plate material away from

the hole. One would therefore expect faco spalls by

slipping along AIB0, back spalls by slipping along the

euupfaoe AB. This is just what happens in plate of good,

quality and of sufficiently high hardness to produce

spalls.

On the other hand, if the plate material is not

isotropic, but if the surfaooe originally parallel to thq

plane of the plate are planes of weakness, then shear
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fail.ure may-bcour across these planes when they are

nearly oriented parallel to a surface of maximum shear

stressu This is the case when the plate is said to be I.

excessively "laminated".

Once shear failure occurs In the immediate vicinity

of the hole, it will propagate a certain distance, by

means of stress concentration, as is indicated in illus-

tration 12 of Figire 3. TMes propagation will continue

along a surface of weakness, ie., along a surface origiv.

nally parallel to face of plate. The distance the shear

failure will propagate depends to some extent upon',-the

weakness of the "laminations".

The shear failure is aooompanied by a redistribution ;'*0.

of stress which In turn may give rise to a now type of A.A,'

failure, During shear failure, all shearing stress is I.-,,o

relieved across the surface of shear failure, esg., AC In

Illustration b of Figure 3. The only stress then acting

acroes the surface of failure 1s a normal pressure, This

normal pressure gives rise to a bending moment across the

surface CD, and therefore to tension along tho lower part

of this surface, in tho vicinity of C, as indicated in

illustration .a of Figure 1. This tensile stress may reach

a high value, as may be seen from the fact that the torque
about 0 produced by the hlormal pressure along AC must bet,

balanced by the stress across the comparatively short

plane OD. When the tensile stress reaches a sufficiently

-ý- .AU W 1W. WU V " W V 3 1
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high value, the material fraotures along CD with little

or no plastic deformation. The deformation is hindered

by the restraints imposed by the plate material to the

I right of OD.

The movement of the incipient spall occasioned by

the initiatiqn of the crack along CD will reduce to some

extent the pressure along AC. This may result In the

cessation of the crack along OD. On the other hand, the

crack may continue olear to the surface, resulting in a

spall being thrown off#
Several factors influence the tendenoy of the crack

along CD to continue clear to the surface. The greater

the velocity of the projectile, the greater is the tendency

"-.4. of the spall to be thrown off. This Is illustrated in

Figure 4 in which are shown the baoks of the holes produced

at various velooities by projectiles with an ogive similar

to that of the cal. ,50 core. The effect of velocity is

understood by considering that the moment across BC must

not only cancel the moment due to the pressure along AB,

but also the moment due to the deaooeleration forces

associated with the inertia of the incipient spall.

The propagation of the crack to the back surface is

"also favored by a blunt ogivd. This effect of the ogive

shape may be seen by a comparison of Figures 4 and •,

which illustrate the spalling produced upon the same plate

by projectiles of two types of agive. The projectile with
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V.

the sharp ogive does not produce a complete baok-spall ,,% .

at 2000 f/s, while a: complete baok-spall is produced by

the blunter projectile below 1400 f/e,

I COritiuo ou f Present lteoioatoio.

The present projeotile-through-plate test for back

spalls is conducted at zero obliquity.. This is in oon,-

formity with the general principle, already cited, that

all teats of plates must be made at normal incidence in

order to avoid the variability introduced by the fracture

of projeocltles. ,

Plates of thickness 1/9" to 7/16" are tested- with

either' cal. ,30 A.P or oal .50 AP bullets. These bullets

are especially unsuitable for projeotile-through-plate

tests. On the one hand, the unusually long po3inted ogives

of their cores require a high Itriking velocity in order

to subject the plate to a severe baok-spalling test. On

tho other hand, their jacket produces a typo of punching

at high velocities1 '2 which may disqualify the plate on

the criterion of oxit diameter, •u•t which is in no way an

indication of surfaces of weak cohesion in the plate. The

only possible solution to this dilemma is to use special

test projectiles with cores of a blunter ogivo. These
p.

1. N.-A. Matthews: Rolled Armor Reporf No. 44.
2. 0. Zener and J. H. Hollomon: "Mechanism of Armor

Penetra on, First Partial Report", Report Number -,4
WAL 7 1/A54, Figure 6A.
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would then need to be shot at only a comparatively low

velocity, say 1600 f/e, in order to differentiate between

plates which are good and bad with respect to spalling

oharacteristics. ,

Plates In the thickness range 7/16" to 11/161 are

tested with 20 mm. AP M75 projeotiles. These are fired

at each of the two velocities 1500 f/s and 2500 f/s,

These two velocities are used beoause plates which pass

the PTP test at the higher velocity frequently fall at

the lower velocity. This ocourrenoe of failure at the

lower and not at the higher velocity is in contradiction,

to the mechanism of failure described in the previous
section. It is believed that this anomaly is associated I
with the extreme length of the M75 projectile. Because

of this length the stability faotor is unusually low,

and consequently the projectile is apt to have a con-

siderable yaw when it strikes the plate. Such a yaw is

increased by the turning moment exerted by the plate upon

the first instant of Impact.1 The increase in yaw is
'0I

: greater the lower the velocity. Buoh an inonrease in yaw

"may cause the plato to fail the test in two distinct ways.

Firstly, a yawed projectile is apt to produce a larger

hole than an unyawed projectile. Secondly, the increase

in yaw is accompanied by an increase in bending moment,

1. . Zee nd R. l. Peterson: -bid.
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which moment may cause the projectile to fracture, and.

therefore to produce a larger hole. The failure of a

plate at the lower velocity is therefore likely to be

due solely to defects of the projectile itself. Since

such defects cannot be reproducible, the test at

1500 f/s is not satisfactory.

The test at the higher velocity of 2500 f/s also has

its difficulties. The M75 projectile has a blunt nose. %

Such blunt noses invariably shatter at comparatively low

velocities. 1 02  An example of such shatter against a 1/2" Q

plate at 2500 f/s is shown in Figure 1. The nose of the

projectile first sheared symmetrically so as to leave a

conical ogive with a 45' angle. Shear then, proceeded along

a new o50 plane. The M75 projectile is therefore uneatio- ,

factory as a test projectile both in the low and also in

the high velocity rangeo

The 3/11" to 1 1/8" plates are teoted with the 37 mm,

AP M74 projectile at the two velocities 1500 f/s and

2500 f/o6 It is not bolieved that plates ever fail at the

lower velocity and at the same time pass at the higher

velocity. The lower tesot velocity could therefore be

eliminated.

1 i/11" to 3 1/9" thick plate are toesoted at 1500 f/s'

1., 0. Zenor: "Mechanism of Armor Penefrat on, Third
Partial Report", Report Number WAL 710/492--.

2 9 0. Zener and J.. Sullivan: "Principles of Projectile
Des- n..Second Partial Report", Report Number WAL
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It is believed that service conditions would be more

closely approximated if a higher striking velocity were

used, e.g. 2000 f/s.

III Reasstance to2 JOh Failure,
a. 0ooujrrenoe al ýS.ga Falr,

Resistance to penetration, at least in the high ve-
locity range, is determined primarily by the resiotanoe of

the plate material to plastic deformation. The fraoture

stress of the material is not important since the principal

stresses in the plate attain large positive values during

penetration only in unusual circumstances.

When a plate resists the penetration of an over-

matching projectile at a high obliquity, it does so by K>

deflecting the projectile. The various stages in the

deflection are illustratod soh~matioally in Figure 6.
Within wide limits, the response of the plate is de-

termined primarily by the initial normal component of

the projectile's velocity, Vn. Thus when a plate resists

penetration at obliquities of 300 or higher, the ballistios.ti

limit, V, depends upon angle of impact 8 over a wide

range of anglos according to the formula. 1

V oose - constant.

In other words, the reaction of the plate is %ndependent

1. Bruco Wardi "Principles of Armor ProteotiO.l, Beoond
Partial Report", Memorandum Report WAL 7101b07-..
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of the initial tangential component of velocity Vt over

a wide range. The plate therefore reacts essentially as
0

if it were struck normally by a projectile with a 90

I ~yaw. K

Suppose a plate is struck normally by an overmatching

projectile with a 900 yaw. The plate is then subjected to

a bending moment which tends to wrap the plate around one

side of the projectile. Thin bending moment induces a

tensile stress on the back of the plate along a direction

transverse to the projectile. This tensile stress will

cause the back of the plate to yield plastically, to

fracture, or first to yield plastically and then to .

fracture . The nature of the resjonse will depend upon the

metallurgical structure of the steel, upon its hardnes,,

and finally upon the care taken in the manufacture of the
plate&

In order to understand how the response of the plate

to shook is affected by various factors, it is most con-
venient to use the concept of flow stress and of fratureI

stress first introduced by Ludwig. The flow stress is the

stress necessary to make the material flow plastically.

It depends both upon the transverse components of stress

and upon the previous strain In the matorial, The fracture
stress Is the stress at which the material would fracture

if no plastic deformation were to occurs Thp fracture ',,•

stress appears not to depend upon the transverse components •."
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of stress, but it is, like the flow stress, in general

a function of the previous strain. The material will

flow plastically if the flow stress is below the fraoture

stress; it will fracture if the reverse Is the case.

The ietallurgloal structure has little effect upon

the flow stress of steels at the same hardness level. It

doos however have a marked effect upon the fracture stress.

The two extreme oases of a pearlitic and of a tempered

martensitio steel are presented as Piguro 7. In the
N•

former steel the initial fraoture stress is only slightly

higher, from 10% to 20%, than the initial flow stress for

the ease of uniaxial tension. In the latter steel the

fracture stress is essentially independent of strain. In

the example given, the pearlitio and the tempered marten- ..

sitio steel have identioal properties as measured in the

conventional tensile test or by the oonventional hard'6

ness machines. They no longer behave identically when

a transverse oonstraint is imposed whioh prevents any

ohange In dimensions along one transverse direction, as

Is the case when an overmatohing projectile strikes a
0plate normally with a 90 yaw. Such a restraint raises

the flow stress. According to the Von Mises theory, the

rise will be 16%. The fraoture stress remains essentially

unaltered by this restraint. As may be seen by referenoe

to Figure 7, this 16% rise in flow stress, whioh has only

a minor effect upon the strain-to-fraeture of the
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tempered martensitlo steel, has, on the other hand, a

drastic effect upc:, the strain-to-fracture of the pearl-.

itic steel. In the latter steel, the flow stress is

raised above, or nearly to, the fracture stress at zero

strain, depending upon the precise conditions, such as

strain rate and temperature. If the strain rate is suf-

ficiently high, or the temperature Is sufficiently low,

the transverse restraint will raise the flow stress of

the pearlitlo steel above the fracture stress at zero L•.

strain, so the steel will fracture brittlely with no

'4 plastic deformation whatsoever.

From the above discussion it is clear that armor can

* successfully withstand severe shook conditions only if it

contains no poarlite. The effect of the presence of

intermediate structures, such as bainite, is complicated

and is not well understood. .. ,

For a given composition, both the flow stress and

the fracture stress curve of a tempered martonsitio steel

rise with an increase in hardness, The flow stress curve

rises faster than the fracture stress curve, however, so Ki..
the strain to fracture diminishes with an Increase in

hardness. The harder a steel plate, the less able it is
to withstand shock conditions.

In addition to the metallurgical structure and hard-'

ness level, the casting and forging practice also may

affect the fracture stress, Thus non-metallic inclusions

3.4
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in a rolled plate always lower the fracture stress along

4 an axis transverse to the principal direction of rolling.

The shock resistance of armor, or its ability to

deform pla'tioally at high rates of strain, may be greatly

affected b temperature of test, dependent upon Its

uetallogra, Ic struoturee Thus satisfactory ballistic too%

behavior a4 normal temperatures does not provide assurance

that the a,,mor will resist brittle failure at low temper-

atures or inder conditions of restraint which may be lei

up by incorporation into a completed vehicle. The Zi r. %

aolure 2Ej has therefore been developed as an In-

speotion device to control the oharaoteristics of the

armor which affect its ability to deform plastically at

high rates of strain and at low temperatures. This toes

is more critical with respect to thk inherent ability of

the material to deform plastically than are ballistic

shook tests, However, there are other aspects of arimor,

particularly rolled, which affect Its ability to reiset

cracking, and the principal one is direotionality which,

of course, cannot be controlled effectively by the Indirect

test.,

The F e Fracture Test has a very useful applioation

*¾ since It to simple enough to apply with sufficient frequency V.

A 1~i A, Rurlioki "Armor PaDvelopment o? a fractureTeiA
Indicate the Degree of Hardeninf of Armor Steels Upon
Quenching", Roport Number WAL 7 0/532.
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to control those characteristics of armor which to a

large extpzrt determine Its shook resistance. The direct

ballistic tent Is needed, however, since it so stresses

the armor as to integrate the many variables which

affect shook resistance, such as hardness, heat treated

condition, steel soundness and directional characteristics.

.kL Tem 2 Tes for Shoco

The shook test must be so designed as to simulate

closely a bending of the plate with the back of the

plate subjected to tension. It is therefore necessary

to apply to the face of the plate an impulsive force

of sufficient magnitude to produce bending.

The force on the face of the plate Must not be so

localized that its associated energy is dissipated in

pushing aside the plate material to form partial or

complete holes, as are produced by A.P. projectiles and

by Munroe explosive jets. The pressure must be distri-

buted over an area with a diameter equal to at least the

plate thickness. In order that such a pressure distri-

bution be obtained, it is desirable that the testing pro-

jeotile have a flat ogive. However, the use of a flat

ogive projectile introduces the possibility of a new

type of plate reaction which must be avoided, namely,

the formation of a punching. This new problem may be

best visualized by reference to Figure 9 which illustrates

the stress system in a plate being subjected to a shook
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test by a flat ogived projectile.

Suppose, as illustrated in this figure, that a

uniform pressure a acts inside a circle of diameter •.

This pressure gives rise to two types of stress systems,%:
in the plate. In the region in the vicinity of the

projeotile, those stresses are tensile near the baok

surfaoe, oompressive near the fase. The problem in the
shook test is to keep the shearing streas below the

shear yield stress, at the same time raising the tensile

stress in the back of the plate above the tensile yield

As indicated in Figure 8, the shearing stress may be

computed in te of the pressure acting upon the face.

After the initial acceleration of the plate material just

ahead of the projectile, the equilibrium conditions may

be applied to the material lying within the cylindrical

surface of diameter •. The equation of equilibrium gives

for the shearing stress B acting aoroes this surface

The bending moment, and therefore the tensile stresses

near the back of the plate cannot be computed from equi-

librium considerations as was the shoaring stress. As
1U• long as the response of the plate remains elastic, the

voloolty of the plate just ahead of the projectile is

-36.
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strictly proportional to the pressure p, and therefore

remains constant, with no acceleration, onoe p has

reached a constant value. Equilibrium considerations

may therefore be applied to the material just ahead of

the projectile. On the other hand, the bending moment

produced by the pressure p depends upon the diameter D

of the region which is being bentb In fact, the bonding I..'

moment is proportional to the logarithm of the ratio

(D/d). As the elastic wave travels radially outwards,

the diameter D increases, and hence also the bonding

moment and the tensile stresses. The exact analysis of

the manner in which the tensile stress depends upon the

various parameters is given in a current report. 3  for

the purpose of the present discussion it Is necessary to

know only that the bending moment, and hence T, increases

, with time as the pressure p is maintained constant.

From the above described difference in the factors

which determine the magnitudes of the shearing stress

and of the bending moments, it is evident that the latter

will be increased relative to the former if the

projectile Is sufficiently soft to mushroom. Such a

projectile will exert a nearly constant force for an

appreciable time, and during tiiie time the bending moment

, .ener: Ie I ntrinsic Inelasicty o? Large Platoe",
Physical Review, U 669 (19.i•, 'i

"2, Bee S. Timoshenlvo og Plates M O , ,,,,
"(McGraw-Hill. 1946I)p. b
Partial Report", Report Number WAL 71,,92-2.
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will steadily rise, while the shearing stress remains

oonstaný. Such projeqtilee are in fact now in use for

shook tests.

The physical picture of shook testing Is now suf-
ficiently complete so that a formula may be constructed

which relates all the parameters of a shook test. The

fundamental principle of such a formula is that ýhe test . i~b'oa ;

proJeotile should be fired just under the velooity which Q'A

will give rise to a punching. The formula will therefore

equate the force with which the projectile acts upon the

plate to the force neoessary to push out a punching. In

the derivation of the formula reference will be made to [-J'

Pigure 8. If the projeotile were pushed slowly against

the plate the maximum pressure it could exert would be

nearly equal to the tensile strength of the projectile

material. On the other hand, if the projectile steel
had zero resistance to plastio doformation, the pressure i,,

exerted by a moving projectile would be e V2 , where,4 is

the density of the steel, and V is the incident velocity. ,.

The pressure exerted by an actual projectile in a test

will be approximately the sum of the two terms,

(T.o.) +/V 2. Upon referring to Figure 8, and uponproj./
utilizing the approximato relation

Shear strength Y. (1/2) tensile strength,
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we obtain the formalula

S/ V2 + (T.s.)proj. 4/S (To.S)plate (eld) ci)

Where/ is a numerical constant. When cognizance Is

taken of the fact that the mushrooming of the projectile

will cause only about one half of the projectile's force

to be exerted within a circle of radius i, it is to be

expected that the oonstanbA wh21 have a value of ap-

proximately .I.

L2: Or'iticue 41 Prsn 1gegifi~alion.
* The shook tests for plates under 7/16" thickness is '

by means of an H#Eo shello In view of the extreme sensi-Y
tivity of the effect of such shocks upon the time of

Initiation of explosion, such tests are unsatisfaotory.

For plates in the thickness range 1/8" - 7/32", cal. .0 "0'

slugs should be developed; for plate. in the thickness

range 1/1" - 7/16", 20 rmi. slugs should be developed to

apply over the total thickness range 1/9" to 7/16". .4.'-

The shook test for plates thicker than 7/16" is of ,

a satisfactory typo, namely with slugs designed for shook

testing. A comparison is given in Figures 9 and 10 of the I.p:,

shook epeoirioat.lons now in use with the theoretical

equation (2). In the first figure the ordinate is

VR + (T.8S.)po 0  where V is the specification strik ing

velocity, and the abscissa is the plate thiokness. Oorre-

spending to a slug maximum hardness of 140 BHN the tonsile

V.
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esrength of the projectile material has been taken as

70,000 psi. The value ofO V2 an a function of velocity

may be read from a graph In a ourrent report. 1 Oorre-

sponding to the linear relation given in Equation (1)

between/fOV, + (T.S.)proj and plate thickness, the points

on the logarithmic paper of Figure 9 should lie upon

straight lines having a slope of unity (450). This they

are seen to do. In Figure 10 the quantity /O V2 + (T.S.)proj.

Is plotted against e/d. If the plates of all thickness

groups had the same hardness level, all the points should

lie upon the same straight line. Actually, the larger

the test projectile, the lower the Assooiated straight

line. In order to check whether this lowering could beS.....
"attributed to the decrease in plate hardness with increasing

plate thickneas, the numerical oonstani 0 of Equation (1) ,

was so chosen as to fit the Zine assoolatbd with the 37 mm. *
,'?

slug with the tensile strength of the plate at 150,000 pui,

corresponding to a BHN of 34O. This value was 3.8, in
agreement with the theoretical discussion of the previous (2

section. Having fixed P from the 37 mm= data, that tensile

strength of the two other groups of plates was found which

best brought the data into agreement with Equation (I)s

These tensile strengths were 14 5,000 psi and 139,000 pal,

1- 0. Zener and R. E. Peterson: "Mechanism of Armor Pene-
tration, Ssoon4 Partial Report", Figure 6, Report
Number VAL 710/M.92.
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corresponding to 290 BHN and 279 BHN, respectively.

These hardness levels are oonsistent with those of plates

in the associated thickness range. Equation (1) may

therefore be used with confidence to establish the appropri-

ate velocity for shook testing of plate of a given hard-

ness and thickness with slugs having a given caliber and

. maximum hardness.

At the present time, the slug type of shook test has

not been developed to apply to armor thicknesses greater

than 2 1/2", because large caliber projectiles (155 M.m)
would be required for 3" and greater thiokneeLes of plate.

However, it 'must be realized that such heavier armor

* thicknesses are not likely to be severely shocked under

combat conditions, and it is probable that the present

types of obliquity tests with matohing and ovormatohing

projectile constitute an adequate control of shook re- :.
saseant oharaoteristios.
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FIGURE I

Example of shatter of 20 mm, AP 375 projectile
(2 00 f/s striking velooity, seroobliquity, 1/2N
3• 501)o DHN plate.
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FIGURE 6

ILLUSTRATION OF APPROXIMATE MANNER
* IN WHICH UNDERMATCHING PLATE RESISTS
*PENETRATION AT HIGH OBLIQUITIES

L.

Q. THE INITIAL REACTION
FORCE EXERTS A COUPLE

- - --- WHICH TURNS THE PRO-
-~ - JECTILE SO AS TO LIE

PARALLEL TO PLATE.

b. THE PROJECTILE PRESSES '

- - -- SIDEWISE AGIAINST THE PLATE.

04ALL THE ENERGY ASSO-
-- -.V 1 CIATED WITH THE VELOCITY

COMPONENT NORMAL TO THE
- PLATE 1S ASSORBKD AS * '

PLASTIC DEFORMATION.



FIGURE 7

INTERPRETATION OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
BEHAVIOR OF TEMPERED MARTENSITIC AN D
PEARLITIC STEELS UNDER SHOOK CONDITIONS.
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FIGURE 8

STRESS SYSTEM IN PLATE SUBJECTED -

TO IMPACT BY A FLAT NOSED PROJECTILE.
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FIGUR E 10

EFFECT OF gLATE --HA~iDNESS UPON
SH~CK VELýCITY
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